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Early storyboardOrigin story

Compare 
to final.



What Can you expect?
6 Serial Video episodes
4 Reading episodes
Native Speakers
animated

Aligned to vocabulary and 
themes From level 1 curriculum

Music video



Navigating 
“Our Story”

Finding Súper Lápiz

pre-activities
During-activities

Post-activities



1. What is 
communication?
2. How do we 
acquire the language 
to communicate?



Communication is  
the expression, 
interpretation, and 
sometimes negotiation 
of meaning with a 
purpose in a given 
context. Dr. Bill VanPatten



Communication is the 
expression, interpretation, 
and sometimes negotiation 
of meaning with a purpose 

in a given context.
meaning - information, 
propositional content, intent 

expression - some type of 
production 

interpretation - comprehension 

context = participants, setting, 
purpose 

negotiation = clarification, 
confirmation, co-construction of 
discourse



1. What is 
communication?
2. How do we 
acquire the language 
to communicate?



Through 
comprehensible 
input and more 
specifically 
comprehended input.



Need training? 
TPRSbooks.com



Super Principle #1: 
Make everything a  

springboard for  
communication



Pictures, video, specific topic 
in video, character trait, etc.

Have students guess information.

Have students make predictions.



Episode 2: 
Predictions



Episode 2: Comprehension 
Questions



Episode 3

What are some questions  
you could ask your students?



Episode 4

What are some questions  
you could ask your students?



Example - Episode 2

What are some questions  
you could ask your students?



Super Principle #2: 

If losing steam,  
personalize!



Each episode has personalized 
questions and answers.

Whenever possible, don’t ask a question 

you don’t care about the answer for.

Ask a question to class / student.

Ask follow-up / clarifying questions.

Report back to class.



Example - Episode 5



Super Principle #3: 

If exciting  
dramatize!



You could have students be the 

characters and interview them.

Also dramatize exciting 
parts to build interest.

And dramatization could 
work great for review.



Super Principle #4: 
If it lends to  

comparisons,  
culturalize!



Various points of entry.

Episodes 1-2: school

Episode 3: house / discipline

Episode 4: dating /  coffee / social media

Episode 5: popular tv shows



Example - Episode 4.5



Super Principle #5: 

Do more  
with less



There are a variety of 
activities for each episode. 

Try to do multiple passes of 
the information in novel ways.



Example - Episode 3



Super Principle #6: 

Whatever you do,  
enjoy yourself!



With so much, find out 
what works for you 
and your interests.

Discover what works 
for your students.

Remember to enjoy the 
conversations and moments.



@señorjordan

jeremy@senorjordan.com

www.profesoranonimo.blogspot.com

Have a Super 
Year!
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